In this work, we present a brief overview of the Hypercycles which is a class of multidimensional graphs. These graphs can be used to structure Concurrent Multiprocessor Systems so as to best match the requirements of a given application.
We present the backtrack-to-the-origin-andretry routing as applied to Hypercycles, as well as its performance evaluation based on simulations.
Also, we present the a First Fit processor allocation strategy for Hypercycle-based Multiprocessors,
and prove that such a strategy is statically optimal. Finally, we discuss the implementation status of a router component for the backtrackto-the-origin-and-retry routing.
Introduction
Message passing concurrent computers such as the Hypercube [6, 11] We denote a fragment as But this is also contrary to the first-tit strategy since the hole his before the fragment J'.
h,+l (j)= bnbn-l"""bn-k-l *n-k is a hole, then there exist at most (mo -1) holes of size 1 (ml -1) holes of size( mn.k -1) holes of size rn~.k.~X...X~while the size 'f 'i+l(~)k lhi+l (j)l = 'n-k x~~-k-l '""" x%. (5) and (6), we obtain (p+l)lh&l)l>lIjl (6)
Since both~(j-1 ) and Ij are fragments, and since there are no fragments available such that %-.MIL(j-l)l>~j >t~(j-l)l, then 'j S1hU(j-l)l. 
